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2014 Lopatin Award Winner
Congratulations, our 2014 Lopatin Award goes to Mi-Toi’s Burberry at Just Incredible Cotons, her
owner Justine Romano, Breeder Luis & Carmen Ortiz. All of our Cotons and their owners deserve a
big hand for a job well done. Congratulations everyone.
These are total ranking points for December 1st 2013 through July 1st 2014. Total ranking points
include AKC points and Non-AKC points. The date for our Lopatin Award Winner was changed due
to our Non-Sporting placement with AKC.
USACTC will also recognize the following awards for 2014 AKC points.
2014-Total Point for Breed:
Members 1st Place -Coton with the most points and 2nd Place Best of Opposite
2014-Total Points for ALL Breed:
Members 1st Place-Coton with the most points and 2nd Place Best of Opposite

Rank

Points

CM

1 Mi-Tois Burberry at Just Incredible

Dog

Justine Romano

Owner

3968

9

2 California Dreamin's Papa Doo Run Run

Dennis & Donna Presley

3020

13

3 Dior's Besame Mucho Morninglow

2642

25

4 Esprit'De Tulear Donna's Bella Mia

Leslie & Emilio Machado &
Denise & Peter Simenauer
Dennis & Donna Presley

2124

12

5 Just Incredible Chanel
6 Sandee's Hope Jewel In the Ruf
7 Hope Crest's Raise Your Glass w/Dior

Justine Romano
Sharon Detro
Tiffany Laitner

2027
1121
624

7
5
8

8 James Madison of WindCrest Cottage

Ruth Weidrick

582

7

9 Windcrest Lillian Gish at R'Bratt

MaryLee Hulett

308

2

10 Spirit Bear Jewel of Versace

Leslie Leeb Machado

158

1

11 Shamrock King Solomon of Windcrest

Ann Christenson

108

2

12 Bar-Ken Attascosa de Thicket

Elizabeth Pettit

50

0
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Grand

Champion Just Incredible Chanel
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Texas Coton De Tulear Club (TCTC)
TCTC Coton De Tulear Specialty Match (non-AKC Sanctioned)
Saturday, December 06, 2014 30minutes after TKC Best in Show
Dallas Market Hall
Dallas, TX

Classes (divided by gender):
Puppies (up to 12mo), Open (12 mo and older), Misc
Judge: Shirley Henry
Shirmont Cavaliers
Dallas, TX
Ribbon & Rosette Awards
Best of Breed
Best Opposite Sex
Best Puppy

TCTC Winter Specialty TexMex Dinner
December 06, 2014 at 6.00pm CST
Pepe & Mitos
2911 Elm St, Dallas, TX 75226
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http://www.si.com/sports-illustrated/video/2014/11/25/seinfeld-character-sports-fan
http://www.nbcnewyork.com/video/#!/on-air/as-seen-on/John-OHurley-on-the-National-Dog-Show/283864881
http://www.si.com/sports-illustrated/video/2014/11/25/seinfeld-character-sports-fan
http://www.today.com/video/today/56502796#56502796
http://www.9news.com/story/life/2014/11/26/national-dog-show-thanksgiving-nbc-time-host/19531655/
http://www.nbcdfw.com/video/#!/entertainment/the-scene/Dog-Show-Returns-to-NBC-for-13th-Year/283986231
http://www.nbcsports.com/national-dog-show/more-new-breeds-pop-2014-dog-show
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must be
received by
test certification numbers

Renewals Received
The Membership dues is now HALF PRICE for any renewal or new membership until December
31, 2014!!! For a limited time, a household membership is $30.00 and a single membership is
$25.00.
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9 Benefits of Pumpkin for Pets - Pumpkin for Dogs and Cats
By: Janis Row

Pumpkin is very popular in human recipes but what about dogs and cats? Pumpkin can be great for
dogs and cats as well and has several health benefits.
What kind of fruit weighs between 1 and 1,000
pounds, has a centuries-long world history, and is
more useful today than ever? The magnificent
pumpkin, of course!
Pumpkin is very popular in human recipes but you
probably haven't thought about giving it to your pets.
This vibrant fall ingredient can be great for dogs and
cats and has a number of health benefits.
This versatile food has been important to mankind for
centuries. According to the University of Illinois
Extension Program, it's a crop that's worth over 140
million dollars annually in the United States alone. They should know; Illinois produces 90 to 95% of
the pumpkins grown in the US.
Pumpkins have significant health benefits for people and pets so don't discount this amazing food
as just a fall tradition. Canned or plain cooked pumpkin as well as pumpkin seeds are packed with
vitamins and minerals that are essential to the health of our pets.
Here are some of the health benefits of pumpkin for dogs and cats:
1. Combating dehydration: Pumpkin flesh is around 90% water, so a little pumpkin topping on a
meal can combat dehydration resulting from moisture-deficient processed dry dog and cat foods.
An additional benefit is improved digestion from increasing the gastric "juices" essential to proper
gastrointestinal health.
2. Helping with Constipation: Fiber from pumpkin works in pets the same way it does in humans
and can actually treat some gastrointestinal issues. A tablespoon or two of pumpkin can resolve
symptoms in a few days if the gut is just a bit "out of order." Some cats may experience decreased
colon activity as they age, resulting in constipation. The added fiber from pumpkin increases the
bulk of the stool and the colon muscles react by moving things along.
3. Reducing Hairballs: By increasing the volume of waste in the intestine, pumpkin can help your
cat digest and eliminate fur swallowed during grooming. This can reduce or even prevent the
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formation of "hairballs" that are eventually regurgitated.
4. Resolving Diarrhea: Yes, it works both ways! Pumpkin can soothe constipation but diarrhea can
also be remedied with the addition of pumpkin to a dog or cat's diet. It is particularly effective if the
upset is the result of colitis caused by a rapid food change or the ingestion of a new food. All it
takes is a teaspoon for small dog or cat and a tablespoon or two for a medium or large dog of
canned pumpkin in the animal's food.
5. Boosting Weight Loss: With 3 grams of fiber per cup, pumpkin can augment weight loss in dogs
and cats. The fiber fills the tummy so your pet feels "fuller" sooner, meaning Pookie eats fewer
calories overall.
6. Supplementing Nutrition: One of the biggest benefits of pumpkin to pets and humans is its
wealth of nutrition. Pumpkins contain carbohydrates, potassium, vitamin C, Vitamin A (from betacarotene), iron, folate, magnesium, zinc, selenium, niacin, vitamin E, manganese, copper, and
protein. You do not want to overload your pet's system with these nutrients and trace minerals,
however. This is not a case of a little bit being good and a lot being better.
7. Adding Antioxidants: Pumpkin contain antioxidants which help moisturize skin, helping your pet
maintain a healthy and shiny coat.
8. Providing Essential Fatty Acids: In addition to antioxidants, pumpkin seeds contain essential
fatty acids with similar benefits. Pets may consume the seeds raw (if they are fresh) or enjoy the
roasted version which store better. Lightly coat the seeds with cooking oil and roast in a 375degree oven for 5 to 10 minutes for a daily treat your pet will love. Only offer a few seeds at a time
to your pet (the fiber can cause a softening of the stool). Store the seeds in an airtight container or
freeze them. Don't forget to roast some extras for yourself! If your pet is small you can grind up the
seeds to ensure they are easier to digest and don't get caught in the intestine.
9. Controlling Parasites: Pumpkin seeds contain cucurbitacin, a possible anthelmintic that
eliminates tape and roundworms. Additionally the seeds may inhibit the formation of kidney and
bladder stones, and some studies have shown anti-inflammatory properties. The seeds may be
ground up and added to food, but again, be conservative.
Don't grab that jack-o-lantern just yet though! Carved pumpkins are NOT something you want to
feed your pets because mold begins rapidly growing inside them once the skin is broken.
The best pet-safe sources are fresh or canned pumpkin cooked with no additional spices added. Do
not get canned pumpkin designed for use in pie as this frequently contains spices and other
ingredients. Opt for pure, plain pumpkin. Plan on freezing cooked pumpkin and fresh seeds; they
last about a week when refrigerated. Some pet shops will carry pumpkin specially prepared for pets
with sweet potato or other fruits added for flavor and nutritional benefits.
For treat recipes that contain pumpkin for dogs, go to:
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Related Articles


Pumpkin Pie Anyone?
Pumpkin Cookie Dog Treat Recipe
Healthy Treats - Peanut Butter Dog Biscuits & Pumpkin Dog Treats



Pumpkin Cookie Dog Treat Recipe




October 24, Dog News

NEW RULES TO PROTECT FLYING DOGS
Under new rules announced by the U.S. Department of Transportation starting January 1, 2015
airlines must file reports for lost or hurt animals that are being shipped commercially, such as by a
breeder. In the past Airlines only had to report when a dog was lost, injured or died in transit if it
was classified as a pet. Animals shipped by a breeder or as a research animal did not qualify. This
new rule, it is hoped, will provide all consumers with a fuller picture of an airline’s safety record
than in the past. The availability of this information could in the future provide pet owners and
shippers with data to help them determine which shipping.
A petition was started for such a change after seven puppies died on an American Airlines flight
from Tulsa to Chicago in August of 2010 as the airline did not have to report the deaths to the
federal authorities. Zoo animals are not covered by this change and dogs and cats are the only
research animals covered by the new rules but at least it seems to be a start in the right direction.
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ALL DOGS NEED SOME TRAINING
AUTHOR: LIZ PALIKA

Eileen Boyer Narieka, Starkatcher Coton de Tulear recommendation
This is as a basic training reference that I recommend for all of my puppy clients. Seldom do you
have the opportunity to find a book that contains the heart and soul of
your own training ideas. That is what I found in All Dogs Need Some
Training! This is the book I would have written!
Liz Palika sitress the importance of positive training methods. She guides
you through the basics of how to handle a new puppy, the correct way to
socialize. leash training, fun games to play, obedience commands , and
how to correct unwanted behavior. It continues on to discuss many
other activities, such as therapy and agility.
The fact that the book is "short, sweet, and to the point", (116 pages)
featuring delightful illustrations, makes it very "user friendly" for families with children. I highly
recommend "All Dogs Need Some Training", By Liz Palika as an excellent reference for families who
are new to dog ownership. The book can be purchased on Amazon.com

The New Complete Dog Book
The most successful dog book ever published, with over two million
copies sold, The New Complete Dog Book is the American Kennel
Club's bible of dogs, the one book that every purebred dog aficionado
and expert cannot live without. The Complete Dog Book first appeared
85 years ago and now for the first time has been reformatted and
published in full color. A celebration of every breed of dog recognized
by the American Kennel Club-over 200 breeds-this volume offers
readers:
 Official standard for every AKC-recognized breed-over 50 more
than previous edition-including seven variety Groups and the
Miscellaneous Class.
 Newly written breed histories, puppy-buying tips, and pet attributes, profiles of each breed
are written by one of the 200 AKC national parent clubs.
 Over 800 exceptional color photographs of adults and puppies illustrate each four-page
breed entry Spotlight on finding well-bred puppies, sports and activities for dogs and
owners, AKC programs, and canine anatomy Illustrated glossary of canine terminology.
This 21st edition of The American Kennel Club's New Complete Dog Book belongs in every dog
lover's home, the library of every town and institution, and dog club reference section in America.
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Holly, mistletoe and poinsettia plants are poisonous to dogs. Make sure they are kept in
places your dog cannot reach.
Do not put lights on the lower branches of your tree. They may get very hot and burn your
dog.
Watch out for electrical cords. Pets often try to chew them and get badly shocked or
electrocuted. Place them out of reach.
Avoid glass ornaments, which break easily and may cut a dog's feet or mouth.
Do not use edible ornaments, or cranberry or popcorn strings. Your dog may knock the tree
over in an attempt to reach them.
Keep other ornaments off the lower branches; if your dog chews or eats an ornament, he can
be made sick by the materials or paint.
Both live and artificial tree needles are sharp and indigestible. Keep your tree blocked off
(with a playpen or other "fence") or in a room that is not accessible to your dog.
Tinsel can be dangerous for dogs. It may obstruct circulation and, if swallowed, block the
intestines.
Keep burning candles on high tables or mantels, out of the way of your dog's wagging tail.
Review canine holiday gifts for safety. Small plastic toys or bones may pose choking hazards.
Your dog may want to investigate wrapped packages; keep them out of reach.
See our Winter Care guide for more advice.
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From Puppy to “Good Dog!”
Early Steps Help Ensure Puppies Become Well-Mannered Adults
Posted on November 9, 2014 by americankennelclub

This is a nice article for
breeders & new puppy
owners. Please note the
photo is not a Coton, but
article is retained as seen
from AKC website.

AKC Gazette breed column—An experienced dog trainer points out how puppy classes and early
socialization help ensure a puppy will become a well-adjusted, well-mannered adult dog.
As a professional dog trainer, I get calls every day from owners looking for help. The discussion
starts with me asking how I can help them.
If the caller tells me that they just got their puppy from the breeder at 8 weeks (or older) and goes
on to say that the puppy is “so smart” and they are calling because the breeder told them to call
right away to get signed up for puppy class, I am thrilled! These puppies are a joy to work with, and
usually within the first few weeks of puppy classes they are doing puppy sit-ups, racing across the
floor on the recall, and walking on a loose lead. They almost always play well with others and have
few fears.
However, all too often I get calls from owners who brought home a puppy months ago at 6 or 7
weeks old, and their youngster is now close to a year old and needs to learn some manners. The
motivation for the call is usually frustration with an active puppy who is quickly becoming a
problem dog. They are almost always high-energy, medium to large breeds like Samoyeds. The
owners are trying to wear them out through play, but the only ones worn out are the humans. The
truth is these puppies need exercise for their minds just as much as for their bodies.
The first essential: Early socialization
There are many things breeders and owners can do to ensure well-socialized puppies who are
ready and eager to learn. In fact, with a small amount of effort, a breeder can send home puppies
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at 9 or 10 weeks who are almost housebroken and who readily come when called and sit at the
feet of their new owners.
A systematic approach to puppy socialization can prevent many problems. I keep a checklist and
give one out to new puppy owners. Following are some things puppies need to be exposed to:
Walking surfaces — cement, hardwood, slippery floors, outdoor grass and dirt, pebbles, grates,
and water.
People — Puppies should meet at least 100 people in their first four months of life. The people
should be of varied types and age groups and ideally include men, women, children, people of
different races, people wearing hats or big coats, people with walkers or wheelchairs, and so
on.
Sounds — Household sounds, television, music, traffic, thunder, children, machines, blowdryers, vacuums, and more.
Environment — Being alone, being with one other or several other pups, and being at large
gatherings.
Other animals — Being around cats and birds and farm animals.
Touch — Soft touch, play touch, brushing, water hose, blow-dryers, nail clipping.
Simple obedience — Come when called, sit and down, walk on a lead.
Puppy classes and beyond
Breeders and new owners alike need to appreciate the value of early and thorough socialization by
way of puppy classes as well as continued obedience classes. The AKC Puppy S.T.A.R. class is a
valuable beginning. Breeders should emphasize the need for not only this program but also
continued obedience classes with a positive-reinforcement trainer.
Owners who commit to not just puppy class but going on to Canine Good Citizenship will reap the
benefits in a dog who is well behaved and truly a good friend. The earlier they can get enrolled, the
better!
Requirement for participating in classes can even be written into contracts, and breeders can
follow up with recommendations for trainers. Two good resources for finding local trainers are
the AKC website and that of the Association of Professional Dog Trainers. Veterinarians can also
recommend good local trainers.
Please make that first call the one the trainer just loves to get! —Elizabeth Wells, Ph.D.
For more information on Samoyeds, you can contact the breed’s parent club, the Samoyed Club of
America.
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Calendar of Events

Officers of the Board and Area
Representatives for 2015 – 2017

Judges Education

President

Justine Romano

Annual Meeting- Dec. 12th, 2014
Orlando, FL.- Meeting area change. See
meeting update.

Vice President

Ruth Weidrick

Recording Secretary

Dennis Presley

Membership Secretary

Eileen Boyer Narieka

Treasurer

Terry Coy

Northern

Kathy Garcia

Western

Elizabeth Pettit

Central

Danna Deimler

Eastern

MaryLee Hulett

Southern

Tammy Kennedy

Officers Election
Nomination Committee Slate approved
by membership.
Eukanuba Events - Dec 9th -14th

The Annual Meeting will be held same as announced
before, December 12th, 2014, Hyatt Regency Orlando
Hotel at 7:30 p.m., 9801 International Drive Orlando,
Florida 32819. Meeting area has been changed to
the Hotel Lounge located directly above the lower
level restaurant.
Location change due to not enough response to make
dinner reservation.
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